
Where is your school located?

Your tribe's name

Details of your activities in Education for Sustainable Development

Background

Your class/group

Name of your school:

Your class grade:
How many of you are there?

What is your "age range"? 

Who are you?
Creating your tribe

Hello! We are delighted that your class or group is taking part in this great
correspondence programme around the world. This year you will have the opportunity
to exchange your biodiversity experiences with other classmates from around the
world! Together you might find solutions to protect our amazing planet!  In order for
the other participants to learn more about you, it is necessary to introduce your class
and your classmates to them.

Download a photo of your class here and/or send 
it to us in .jpg format by email. Smile!!!

Hemisphere:
Country:
City or town:
Region: 
GPS coordinates: 

1ST STEP 

Logo of your tribe

Below, can you tell us more about your class' commitment to environmental protection? What
are your current or future projects?



What your class is doing to inspire others! 

To go further...

See you soon for the continuation
of our worldwide adventures!

We will be sharing the information that your super tribe gives us with other students 
around the world. This year we are going to study biodiversity. Before we go on to the 
next step, can you tell us in 3 lines what this word means to your class?

In your region or country, is there anyone (scientist, artist, sailor, sportsman, known or 
unknown...) who plays or has played an important part in protecting nature?

Finally, does your tribe have a welcome message (in  english for all) for the other 
participating classes? 

STEP 2: Find an original, cute or funny name for your tribe and write it
on the first page of this document.  Be aware that this is the "trademark"
of your tribe that completes the logo. You can add a few sentences to
explain why you chose this name. 

STEP 1: Design a logo that fits into a 10cm x 10cm square. This is a kind of coat of arms that
should look like your class! As our topic this year is biodiversity, you can look for an animal, a
plant, colours...  Use your imagination! Then your teacher will scan or take a picture of the logo
with his or her smartphone and send it to us by email preferably 
with this filled-in document.

STEP 3: On the next school outing in the nature near your school (or in
the yard!) ask your teacher to photograph the class and send us the
photo. Be aware to respect the image rights of the children.

If your class has completed the steps correctly, Spindrift for
Schools will award them a virtual TOTEM to be collected.
Surprise!

Contact : education@spindriftforschools.com
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